
Trusted by more than 25,000 accounting professionals 
across the world
Operating in the market for more than 20 years, IRIS Practice Engine has helped a host of 
practices grow their business by enhancing efficiency and improving client relationships. 
Over the last few decades, the company itself has continuously evolved and innovated its 
software, developing it to keep pace with the changing needs of the accounting space.

Why is IRIS Practice Engine different?
At IRIS Practice Engine, we know that you want to be a growing, forward thinking firm, 
unrestricted by your technology and processes. In order to do that, you need one solution 
to manage your firm. The problem is that legacy software doesn’t have the features and 
capabilities you need, which makes you feel frustrated.

We believe your technology shouldn’t hold you back. We understand what it’s like to be 
frustrated with your current practice management software, which is why we’ve helped 
hundreds of accounting firms move to IRIS Practice Engine.

KEY BENEFITS

 > Built specifically for   
 accounting firms

 > Cloud-based

 > Can be used on any   
 device

 > Integrated workflow,  
 time/billing, budgeting  
 & scheduling

 > Real-time dashboards

 > Streamlined    
 scheduling

 > Open API for easy   
 integrations
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The modern age of the practice management system is here, and it’s offering 
accounting firms more efficiencies than they have ever had in the past. 
IRIS Practice Engine goes beyond time entry into managing the complete life 
cycle that is your client relationship.

“IRIS Practice 
Engine gives 
us the tools 
and flexibility 
to create 
meaningful 
reports to 
help manage 
our processes 
and drive our 
business.”
LISA DUNNIGAN 
OLSEN THIELEN | MN

IRIS Practice 
Engine
A comprehensive cloud-based practice 
management software designed to help you 
become more agile and efficient



Contact us today to learn more or 
schedule a free discovery call.

info@irisglobal.com
www.irisglobal.com/PE

Key Features

Time & billing
Proven and flexible time and billing 
features that can meet any of your 
firm’s requirements, including billing 
automation and mobile time entry.

Integrated workflow
Efficiently move work throughout 
the firm in one efficient and 
accountable system that can make 
job management and tracking 
simple.

Streamlined scheduling
Streamline your people and 
processes further with an intelligent 
scheduling module.

$
Powerful reporting
Use our extensive and dynamic 
reports and portfolios, which are 
built into the system, or easily 
integrate with Microsoft Power BI 
and our Data Warehouse to go to 
the next level.

Comprehensive client 
management
From prospect to payables, our 
system can be used for opportunity 
and prospect tracking.

Expense management
Track all of your staff’s costs related 
to client and everyday work.


